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Highest Duty My Search For What Really Matters
Explains life in basic training for the military and provides tips for knowing what to
expect and succeeding.
Now a major motion picture from Clint Eastwood, starring Tom Hanks—the
inspirational autobiography by one of the most captivating American heroes of
our time, Capt. ‘Sully’ Sullenberger—the pilot who miraculously landed a crippled
US Airways Flight 1549 in New York’s Hudson River, saving the lives of all 155
passengers and crew. On January 15, 2009, the world witnessed a remarkable
emergency landing when Captain "Sully" Sullenberger skillfully glided US
Airways Flight 1549 onto the Hudson River, saving the lives of all 155
passengers and crew. His cool actions not only averted tragedy but made him a
hero and an inspiration worldwide. His story is now a major motion picture from
director / producer Clint Eastwood and stars Tom Hanks, Laura Linney and
Aaron Eckhart. Sully's story is one of dedication, hope, and preparedness,
revealing the important lessons he learned through his life, in his military service,
and in his work as an airline pilot. It reminds us all that, even in these days of
conflict, tragedy and uncertainty, there are values still worth fighting for—that life's
challenges can be met if we're ready for them.
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In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated,
absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of
"Highest Duty: My Search for What Really Mattered." Don't say we didn't warn
you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy.
Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their
unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of
steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it
all.
In this inspirational autobiography, Captain "Sully" Sullenberger, the airline pilot
whose emergency landing on the Hudson River earned the world's admiration,
tells his life story and talks about the essential qualities that he believes have
been so vital to his success. In January 2009, the world witnessed one of the
most remarkable emergency landings in history when Captain Sullenberger
brought a crippled US Airways flight onto the Hudson River, saving the lives of all
of the passengers and crew aboard. The successful outcome was the result of
effective teamwork, Sully's dedication to airline safety, his belief that a pilot's
judgment must go hand-in-hand with—and can never be replaced by—technology,
and forty years of careful practice and training. From his earliest memories of
learning to fly as a teenager in a crop duster's single-engine plane in the skies
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above rural Texas to his years in the United States Air Force at the controls of a
powerful F-4 Phantom, Sully describes the experiences that have helped make
him a better leader, particularly the importance of taking responsibility for
everyone in his care. And he talks about what he believes is at the heart of
America's "can do" spirit: the very human drive to prepare for the unexpected and
to meet it with optimism and courage. His wife, Lorrie, has been a pillar of
support through all the highs and lows that life has offered, from the challenges of
commercial flying to the birth of their two daughters, from financial struggles to
the event of January 15, 2009. Though the world may remember Sully as the
hero of Flight 1549, the legacy he desires even more is that of a loving husband
and father. Highest Duty is the intimate story of a man who has grown up to
embrace what we think of as quintessential American values—leadership,
responsibility, commitment to hard work, and service to others. And it is a
narrative that reminds us that cultivating seemingly ordinary virtues can prepare
us to perform extraordinary acts.
'On Picket Duty (and other tales) is a short-story compilation by the author of
"Little Women", Louisa May Alcott. It includes the following stories: 'On Picket
Duty', "The King of Clubs and the Queen of Hearts', 'The Cross on the old
Church Tower' and 'The Death of John.'
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This book addresses the most important issues associated with Confederate
desertion. How many soldiers actually deserted, when did they desert, and why?
What does Confederate desertion say about Confederate nationalism and the
war effort? Mark A. Weitz has taken his argument beyond the obvious reasons
for desertion?that war is a horrific and cruel experience?and examined the
emotional and psychological reasons that might induce a soldier to desert. Just
as loyalty to his fellow soldiers might influence a man to charge into a hail of lead,
loyalty to his wife and family could also lead him to risk a firing squad in order to
return home.
The #1 Sunday Times and International Bestseller from 'the most influential
public intellectual in the Western world right now' (New York Times) What are the
most valuable things that everyone should know? Acclaimed clinical psychologist
Jordan Peterson has influenced the modern understanding of personality, and
now he has become one of the world's most popular public thinkers, with his
lectures on topics from the Bible to romantic relationships to mythology drawing
tens of millions of viewers. In an era of unprecedented change and polarizing
politics, his frank and refreshing message about the value of individual
responsibility and ancient wisdom has resonated around the world. In this book,
he provides twelve profound and practical principles for how to live a meaningful
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life, from setting your house in order before criticising others to comparing
yourself to who you were yesterday, not someone else today. Happiness is a
pointless goal, he shows us. Instead we must search for meaning, not for its own
sake, but as a defence against the suffering that is intrinsic to our existence.
Drawing on vivid examples from the author's clinical practice and personal life,
cutting edge psychology and philosophy, and lessons from humanity's oldest
myths and stories, 12 Rules for Life offers a deeply rewarding antidote to the
chaos in our lives: eternal truths applied to our modern problems.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he
will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a
mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the
utopian facade.
The instant New York Times bestseller, now in paperback: a moving tribute to female
friendships, with the inspiring story of eleven girls and the ten women they became, from the
coauthor of the million-copy bestseller The Last Lecture As children, they formed a special
bond, growing up in the small town of Ames, Iowa. As young women, they moved to eighth
different states, yet they managed to maintain an extraordinary friendship that would carry
them through college and careers, marriage and motherhood, dating and divorce, the death of
a child, and the mysterious death of the eleventh member of their group. Capturing their
remarkable story, The Girls from Ames is a testament to the enduring, deep bonds of women
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as they experience life's challenges, and the power of friendship to overcome even the most
daunting odds. The girls, now in their forties, have a lifetime of memories in common, some
evocative of their generation and some that will resonate with any woman who has ever had a
friend. The Girls from Ames demonstrates how close female relationships can shape every
aspect of women's lives-their sense of themselves, their choice of men, their need for
validation, their relationships with their mothers, their dreams for their daughters-and reveals
how such friendships thrive, rewarding those who have committed to them. With both universal
events and deeply personal moments, it's a book that every woman will relate to and be
inspired by.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or
do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to
grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world
religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped
his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
A former national security advisor and secretary of state offers the compelling story of her eight
years serving at the highest levels of government, including the difficult job she faced in the
wake of 9/11.
What is the function of art in the era of digital globalization? How can one think of art
institutions in an age defined by planetary civil war, growing inequality, and proprietary digital
technology? The boundaries of such institutions have grown fuzzy. They extend from a region
where the audience is pumped for tweets to a future of “neurocurating,” in which paintings
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surveil their audience via facial recognition and eye tracking to assess their popularity and to
scan for suspicious activity. In Duty Free Art, filmmaker and writer Hito Steyerl wonders how
we can appreciate, or even make art, in the present age. What can we do when arms
manufacturers sponsor museums, and some of the world’s most valuable artworks are used
as currency in a global futures market detached from productive work? Can we distinguish
between information, fake news, and the digital white noise that bombards our everyday lives?
Exploring subjects as diverse as video games, WikiLeaks files, the proliferation of freeports,
and political actions, she exposes the paradoxes within globalization, political economies,
visual culture, and the status of art production.
In "A Book of Five Rings," Miyamoto Musashi takes the reader into a world filled to the brim
with devotion, self-respect, discipline, honesty and purity of thought. Written originally for
warriors and samurai in a completely different time and culture, Musashi's book provides a
remarkable source of inspiration for self-development today. His teachings are concise and to
the point. He uses phrases like "you must understand this" and "you must practice diligently"
and explains only general, but unquestionable and fundamental, concepts of the Way of the
Warrior. While some of his guidelines are are not directly applicable in our time and age, those
about striving to achieve improvement on the inside as well as the outside couldn't be more on
target. Taken literally this book is about how to become an efficient, albeit enlightened, killer.
It's value comes from reading between the lines--lines which speak volumes.
Shocking and controversial when it was first published in 1939, Steinbeck's Pulitzer Prizewinning epic remains his undisputed masterpiece. Set against the background of dust bowl
Oklahoma and Californian migrant life, it tells of the Joad family, who, like thousands of others,
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are forced to travel West in search of the promised land. Their story is one of false hopes,
thwarted desires and broken dreams, yet out of their suffering Steinbeck created a drama that
is intensely human yet majestic in its scale and moral vision; an eloquent tribute to the
endurance and dignity of the human spirit.
Mein Kampf
#1 New York Times Bestselling Picture Book Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex's first children's
book, The Bench, beautifully captures the special relationship between father and son, as seen
through a mother's eyes. The book's storytelling and illustration give us snapshots of shared
moments that evoke a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench
Where you'll witness great joy. From here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The
Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly captures the evolving and expanding
relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many ways that love can take
shape and be expressed in a modern family. Evoking a deep sense of warmth, connection,
and compassion, The Bench gives readers a window into shared and enduring moments
between a diverse group of fathers and sons - moments of peace and reflection, trust and
belief, discovery and learning, and lasting comfort. Working in watercolour for the first time,
Caldecott-winning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature style to
bring joy and softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a father's love through a mother's
eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and heartwarming read-aloud is destined to be
treasured by families for generations to come.

On January 15, 2009, the world witnessed one of the most remarkable
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emergency landings in aviation history when Captain Chesley "Sully"
Sullenberger skillfully glided US Airways Flight 1549 onto the surface of the
Hudson River, saving the lives of all 155 aboard. His cool actions not only
averted tragedy but made him a hero and an inspiration worldwide. To
Sullenberger, a calm, steady pilot with forty years of flying experience who is also
a safety consulting expert, the landing was not a miracle but rather the result of
years of practice and training-wisdom he gained in the cockpit of U.S. Air Force
jets and in his Texas boyhood. Born to a World War II veteran and dentist father
and an elementary school teacher mother, Sully fell in love with planes early. He
learned to fly as an eager 16-year-old from a crop duster, an older neighbor in
north Texas, who took off and landed his fragile plane on the grass field behind
his house. While Sully?s father encouraged his interest in flying, he also imparted
stern advice he?d learned from his Navy service during World War II: a
commander is responsible for everyone in his care-and those words have shaped
Sully?s life and work and continue to guide him today. HIGHEST DUTY reveals
the important lessons Sully learned through childhood, in his military service, and
in his work as a commercial airline pilot. At heart, it is a story of hope and
preparedness-that life?s challenges can be met if we?re ready for themreminding us that, even in these days filled with war, tragedy, and economic
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uncertainty, there are values still worth fighting for. A few weeks after the crash,
Sully discovered that he?d lost a library book about professional ethics, Just
Culture: Balancing Safety and Accountability, in the downed plane?s cargo hold.
When he called the library to notify them, they waived the usual fees. Mayor
Michael Bloomberg replaced the book when he gave Sully the Key to the City in
a New York ceremony.
The first Ben Schroeder legal thriller Ben Schroeder, a talented young man from
an East End Jewish family, has been accepted as a pupil into the Chambers of
Bernard Wesley QC. But Schroeder is an outsider, not part of this privileged
society, where wealth and an Oxbridge education are essentials. He encounters
prejudice, intrigue and scandal. Kenneth Gaskell, a rising star of Wesley's
Chambers has become involved in an affair with a high-profile client and the
relationship, if known, could ruin his career, and the careers of all those around
him. But Bernard Wesley has some information - he knows about a student prank
that went terribly wrong - can he use this knowledge in a desperate gamble to
save his Chambers and turn the tables on his old rival, Miles Overton QC? Ben
Schroeder has proved his ability, but he is no more than a pawn in this game.
Can he survive in this world where nothing, not even justice, is sacred? 'Racy
legal thrillers lift the lid on sex and racial prejudice at the bar' - Guardian 'If
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anyone's looking for the next big courtroom drama... look no further. Murphy is
your man' - The Incorporated Council of Law Reporting Blog 'Peter Murphy's
novel is an excellent read from start to finish and highly recommended' Historical Novel Review
In The Crash Detectives, veteran aviation journalist and air safety investigator
Christine Negroni takes the reader inside crash investigations from the early days
of the jet age to the present, including the search for answers about what
happened to the missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370. As Negroni dissects each
accident, she explores the common themes and, most importantly, what has
been learned from them to make planes safer. Indeed, as Negroni shows,
virtually every aspect of modern pilot training, airline operation and aircraft design
has been shaped by lessons learned from disaster. Along the way, she also
details some miraculous saves, when quick-thinking pilots averted catastrophe
and kept hundreds of people alive. Tying in aviation science, performance
psychology and extensive interviews with pilots, engineers, human factors
specialists, crash survivors and others involved in accidents all over the world,
The Crash Detectives is an alternately terrifying and inspiring book that might just
cure your fear of flying, and will definitely make you a more informed passenger.
For the first time in history, the globe is dominated by one economic system.
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Capitalism prevails because it delivers prosperity and meets desires for
autonomy. But it also is unstable and morally defective. Surveying the varieties
and futures of capitalism, Branko Milanovic offers creative solutions to improve a
system that isn’t going anywhere.
Highest DutyMy Search for What Really MattersWilliam Morrow Paperbacks
16 MILLION COPIES SOLD 'A book to read, to cherish, to debate, and one that
will ultimately keep the memories of the victims alive' John Boyne, author of The
Boy in the Striped Pyjamas A prominent Viennese psychiatrist before the war,
Viktor Frankl was uniquely able to observe the way that both he and others in
Auschwitz coped (or didn't) with the experience. He noticed that it was the men
who comforted others and who gave away their last piece of bread who survived
the longest - and who offered proof that everything can be taken away from us
except the ability to choose our attitude in any given set of circumstances. The
sort of person the concentration camp prisoner became was the result of an inner
decision and not of camp influences alone. Frankl came to believe man's deepest
desire is to search for meaning and purpose. This outstanding work offers us all a
way to transcend suffering and find significance in the art of living.
By contributing a few hundred dollars to a charity like UNICEF, a prosperous
person can ensure that fewer poor children die, and that more will live reasonably
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long, worthwhile lives. Even when knowing this, however, most people send
nothing, and almost all of the rest send little. What is the moral status of this
behavior? To such common cases of letting die, our untutored response is that,
while it is not very good, neither is the conduct wrong. What is the source of this
lenient assessment? In this contentious new book, one of our leading
philosophers argues that our intuitions about ethical cases are generated not by
basic moral values, but by certain distracting psychological dispositions that all
too often prevent us from reacting in accord with our commitments. Through a
detailed look at how these tendencies operate, Unger shows that, on the good
morality that we already accept, the fatally unhelpful behavior is monstrously
wrong. By uncovering the eminently sensible ethics that we've already embraced
fully, and by confronting us with empirical facts and with easily followed
instructions for lessening serious suffering appropriately and effectively, Unger's
book points the way to a compassionate new moral philosophy.
'A phenomenon' SUNDAY TIMES A lot of professors give talks titled 'The Last
Lecture'. Professors are asked to consider their demise and to ruminate on what
matters most to them: What wisdom would we impart to the world if we knew it
was our last chance? If we had to vanish tomorrow, what would we want as our
legacy? When Randy Pausch, a computer science professor at Carnegie Mellon,
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was asked to give such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he
had recently been diagnosed with terminal cancer. But the lecture he gave,
'Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams', wasn't about dying. It was about the
importance of overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of others, of seizing
every moment (because time is all you have and you may find one day that you
have less than you think). It was a summation of everything Randy had come to
believe. It was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch has combined the
humour, inspiration, and intelligence that made his lecture such a phenomenon
and given it an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to
come.
Japanese edition of Highest Duty: My Search for What Really Matters. Story about the
successful emergency landing of an airliner in the Hudson River, but it goes much
farther then the incident and the pilot. Anyone who ever flies commercial airlines should
read this book, as well as anyone interested in this compelling American story. In
Japanese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal compelled
by visions, a highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is
desperate to save her impoverished house.
As a follow up to his phenomenal New York Times bestselling memoir, Highest Duty,
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Captain Chesley B. “Sully” Sullenberger explores exactly what it takes to lead and
inspire. In Making a Difference, one of the most captivating American heroes of this
century—the courageous pilot who brought the crippled US Airways Flight 1549 safely
down in New York’s Hudson River—engages some of the most accomplished men and
women in the fields of technology, medicine, education, sports, philanthropy, finance,
law, and the military in inspiring conversations on true leadership. With powerful
thoughts and invaluable guidance from such notables as former Labor Secretary Robert
Reich, legendary baseball manager Tony LaRussa, NASA Flight Director Eugene
Kranz, and Gov. Jennifer Granholm, Making a Difference is a potential life-changer that
stands with Katie Couric’s The Best Advice I Ever Got, Lee Iaococca’s Where Have
All the Leaders Gone, Michael J. Fox’s A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Future, and other classic volumes that celebrate human achievement and triumph over
adversity.
The sensational Sunday Times #1 Bestseller about taking on the mafia, the Clintons
and Trump. 'An urgent clarion call.' - The Financial Times In his massive Number One
bestselling memoir, former FBI director James Comey shares his never-before-told
experiences from some of the highest-stakes situations of his career in the past two
decades of American government, exploring what good, ethical leadership looks like,
and how it drives sound decisions. His journey provides an unprecedented entry into
the corridors of power, and a remarkable lesson in what makes an effective leader. Mr.
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Comey served as director of the FBI from 2013 to 2017, appointed to the post by
President Barack Obama. He previously served as U.S. attorney for the Southern
District of New York, and the U.S. deputy attorney general in the administration of
President George W. Bush. From prosecuting the Mafia and Martha Stewart to helping
change the Bush administration's policies on torture and electronic surveillance,
overseeing the Hillary Clinton e-mail investigation as well as ties between the Trump
campaign and Russia, Comey has been involved in some of the most consequential
cases and policies of recent history.
The story of a young man's outrageous adventures in China and his search for identity
in the most unexpected of places. Mitch Moxley came to Beijing in the spring of 2007 to
take a job as a writer and editor for China Daily, the country's only English-language
national newspaper. The Chinese economy was booming, the Olympics were on the
horizon, and Beijing was being transformed into a world-class city overnight. Moxley
planned to stay only through the Olympics and then head back to Canada. But that was
six years ago. In that time, Moxley fed a goat to a lion, watched a lingerie-wearing bear
ride a bicycle, and crisscrossed the country writing stories. He also appeared as one of
Cosmopolitan's one hundred most eligible bachelors in China, acted in a state-funded
Chinese movie, and was paid to pose as a fake businessman. During Moxley's journey
of self-exploration, his comic adventures and misadventures in China gave way to the
creation of his alter ego—Mi Gao, or Tall Rice. A funny and honest look at expat life,
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Apologies to My Censor also depicts the ways a country can touch and inspire you.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if
not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Highest Duty: My Search
for What Really Matters." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to
shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting
sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this
book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five
minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
An exceptionally powerful novel exploring the themes of betrayal, guilt and memory
against the background of the Holocaust. An international bestseller. For 15-year-old
Michael Berg, a chance meeting with an older woman leads to far more than he ever
imagined. The woman in question is Hanna, and before long they embark on a
passionate, clandestine love affair which leaves Michael both euphoric and confused.
For Hanna is not all she seems. Years later, as a law student observing a trial in
Germany, Michael is shocked to realize that the person in the dock is Hanna. The
woman he had loved is a criminal. Much about her behaviour during the trial does not
make sense. But then suddenly, and terribly, it does - Hanna is not only obliged to
answer for a horrible crime, she is also desperately concealing an even deeper secret.
'A tender, horrifying novel that shows blazingly well how the Holocaust should be dealt
with in fiction' INDEPENDENT 'For generations to come, people will be reading and
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marvelling over Bernhard Schlink's The Reader' EVENING STANDARD 'Leaps national
boundaries and speaks straight to the heart' NEW YORK TIMES
Chesley "Sully" Sullenberger is a retired American airline captain celebrated for the
January 15, 2009 water landing of US Airways Flight 1549 in the Hudson River off
Manhattan after the plane was disabled by striking a flock of Canada geese
immediately after takeoff; all 155 people aboard survived. Sullenberger is an
international speaker on airline safety and has helped develop new protocols for airline
safety. He served as the co-chairman, along with First Officer Jeffrey Skiles, of the
EAA's Young Eagles youth introduction-to-aviation program from 2009 to 2013. He
retired from US Airways after 30 years as a commercial pilot on March 3, 2010. In May
of the following year, Sullenberger was hired by CBS News as an Aviation and Safety
Expert. He is the co-author, with Jeffrey Zaslow, of the New York Times bestseller
Highest Duty: My Search for What Really Matters, a memoir of his life and of the events
surrounding Flight 1549, published in 2009 by HarperCollins. His second book, Making
a Difference: Stories of Vision and Courage from America's Leaders, was published in
May 2012. He was ranked second in Time's "Top 100 Most Influential Heroes and Icons
of 2009," after Michelle Obama.
Henry David Thoreau built a log cabin in the Concord Forest in Massachusetts in 1845.
Thoreau lived there for two years to try out an alternative to the hectic and economically
successful everyday life. The reason: He wanted to consciously feel life in harmony with
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nature again. The minimalist lifestyle should create space and time for the essentials.
Thoreau kept a diary about his feelings and experiences during his time in the forest.
This book arose from his notes. It deals with his everyday problems, with economic and
philosophical considerations, with the feeling of loneliness, with the animals of the
forest, with the seasons and with the reading of classical works.
Political Ideologies provides a broad-ranging introduction to both the classical and
contemporary political ideologies. Adopting a global outlook, it introduces readers to
ideologies' increasingly global reach and the different national versions of these
ideologies. Importantly, ideologies arepresented as frameworks of interpretation and
political commitment, encouraging readers to evaluate how ideologies work in practice,
the problematic links between ideas and political action, and the impact of ideologies.
Regular learning features encourage readers to think critically about ideologies, and
view them as competing and contestable ways of interpreting the world. A unique "stop
and think" feature calls for readers to reflect on their own ideological beliefs.Online
Resources:Political Ideologies is accompanied by comprehensive online resources, to
support political ideology courses.For students: * Further reading and resources for
each chapter to help students to undertake further research and deepen their
understanding and critical thinking;* Regular updates help students to keep up to date
with ideologies as frameworks of understanding and political action in the real world.For
lecturers:* Indicative answers to questions in the book provide a framework for
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approaching these;* Powerpoint slides to support each chapter, providing an overview
and key points to help with planning;* Further discussion and debate ideas, for use in
seminars, encourage big picture thinking about the relationships between ideologies.
Acclaimed Canadian poet Steven Price has conjured a stunning debut novel that
explores what we ask from each other, and how much we are prepared to give. Set in
the city of Victoria, British Columbia, Into That Darkness opens at the moment when a
massive earthquake hits the entire west coast with devastating results. Amid the
destruction of the city, survivors are left to negotiate a calamity in which bonds of civility
are pushed to their limits and often broken. When Arthur Lear hears a voice crying in
the rubble, he finds himself descending deep under a collapsed building in a desperate
attempt to save a young boy and his mother. But what he discovers there will change
him forever — as circumstances lead him across the city’s broken landscape, through
the chaos of its hospitals and streets, in a harrowing search for the mother’s lost
daughter. Over the days that follow, Lear’s very sense of humanness will be tested and
compromised, as he faces the limits of himself and his fellow survivors, in his long
journey home. A novel for our age of anxiety and fear, Steven Price delivers a powerful
story about the physical manifestation of the darker things lurking in our culture, in
ourselves.
A special fiftieth anniversary edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s masterpiece, “a desperate,
painfully honest attempt to confront the monstrous crimes of the twentieth century”
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(Time), featuring a new introduction by Kevin Powers, author of the National Book
Award finalist The Yellow Birds Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best
novels of all time Slaughterhouse-Five, an American classic, is one of the world’s great
antiwar books. Centering on the infamous World War II firebombing of Dresden, the
novel is the result of what Kurt Vonnegut described as a twenty-three-year struggle to
write a book about what he had witnessed as an American prisoner of war. It combines
historical fiction, science fiction, autobiography, and satire in an account of the life of
Billy Pilgrim, a barber’s son turned draftee turned optometrist turned alien abductee. As
Vonnegut had, Billy experiences the destruction of Dresden as a POW. Unlike
Vonnegut, he experiences time travel, or coming “unstuck in time.” An instant
bestseller, Slaughterhouse-Five made Kurt Vonnegut a cult hero in American literature,
a reputation that only strengthened over time, despite his being banned and censored
by some libraries and schools for content and language. But it was precisely those
elements of Vonnegut’s writing—the political edginess, the genre-bending
inventiveness, the frank violence, the transgressive wit—that have inspired generations
of readers not just to look differently at the world around them but to find the confidence
to say something about it. Authors as wide-ranging as Norman Mailer, John Irving,
Michael Crichton, Tim O’Brien, Margaret Atwood, Elizabeth Strout, David Sedaris,
Jennifer Egan, and J. K. Rowling have all found inspiration in Vonnegut’s words.
Jonathan Safran Foer has described Vonnegut as “the kind of writer who made
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people—young people especially—want to write.” George Saunders has declared
Vonnegut to be “the great, urgent, passionate American writer of our century, who
offers us . . . a model of the kind of compassionate thinking that might yet save us from
ourselves.” Fifty years after its initial publication at the height of the Vietnam War,
Vonnegut's portrayal of political disillusionment, PTSD, and postwar anxiety feels as
relevant, darkly humorous, and profoundly affecting as ever, an enduring beacon
through our own era’s uncertainties. “Poignant and hilarious, threaded with
compassion and, behind everything, the cataract of a thundering moral
statement.”—The Boston Globe
"I share the country's admiration for the bravery of Captain Phillips and his selfless
concern for his crew. His courage is a model for all Americans." --President Barack
Obama It was just another day on the job for fifty-three-year-old Richard Phillips,
captain of the Maersk Alabama, the United States-flagged cargo ship which was
carrying, among other things, food and agricultural materials for the World Food
Program. That all changed when armed Somali pirates boarded the ship. The pirates
didn't expect the crew to fight back, nor did they expect Captain Phillips to offer himself
as hostage in exchange for the safety of his crew. Thus began the tense five-day standoff, which ended in a daring high-seas rescue when U.S. Navy SEALs opened fire and
picked off three of the captors. "It never ends like this," Captain Phillips said. And he's
right. A Captain's Duty tells the life-and-death drama of the Vermont native who was
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held captive on a tiny lifeboat off Somalia's anarchic, gun-plagued shores. A story of
adventure and courage, it provides the intimate details of this high-seas hostagetaking--the unbearable heat, the death threats, the mock executions, and the escape
attempt. When the pirates boarded his ship, Captain Phillips put his experience into
action, doing everything he could to safeguard his crew. And when he was held captive
by the pirates, he marshaled all his resources to ensure his own survival, withstanding
intense physical hardship and an escalating battle of wills with the pirates. This was it:
the moment where training meets instinct and where character is everything. Richard
Phillips was ready.
On January 15, 2009, the world witnessed a remarkable emergency landing when
Captain "Sully" Sullenberger skillfully glided US Airways Flight 1549 onto the Hudson
River, saving the lives of all 155 aboard. His cool actions not only averted tragedy but
made him a hero and an inspiration worldwide. Highest Duty is Sully's story—a story of
dedication, hope, and preparedness, revealing the important lessons he learned
through childhood, in his military service, and in his work as a commercial airline pilot. It
reminds us all that, even in these days of war, tragedy, and economic uncertainty, there
are values still worth fighting for—that life's challenges can be met if we're ready for
them.
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